factories, fields, and armed forces across the world. Hoping to improve the product, a corporate scientist experiments on a few hundred automatons giving them certain human-like qualities.
Soon after, the Robots organize a liberation movement, mount a rebellion, and slaughter their erstwhile masters.
Sound familiar? Self-conscious and vengeful products of human technology now drive the plots of countless novels, films and television shows including Blade Runner (1982) , the Terminator series (1984 -2009 ), I, Robot (2004 ), and Battlestar Galactica (2003 -2009 (2011), a best-selling novel soon to be a film directed by Steven Spielberg. Even the fake-news site The Onion occasionally rolls out the theme of robot domination with newscasts like "Are We Giving the Robots that Run Our Society Too Much Power?" In recent years, R.U.R. itself has been released in paperback and retranslated, produced on the stage, and prepared for a film version. 3 As with Čapek's Robots, the Replicants, Cylons, and Terminators of our own turn-of-thecentury networked society reveal our ambivalence with the level of control we grant our technological mediators as well as anxieties about what it means to be human amidst pervasive
technologies. Yet one key difference remains between today's robot characters and those of the 1920s: workers. In their first incarnation robots were clearly identified as workers and their theatrical rebellion with the strikes and revolutions taking place across the globe. Today, the experience and political economy of work, if they appear at all, are background details in robot stories replaced by the thrill of shootouts between good-guy humans and bad-guy machines.
This essay casts an eye back to the 1920s and 1930s in order to recover what the Robot meant to industrial societies as it first appeared on stage and in print. R.U.R.'s melodramatic plot made it a barometer of sentiments about class, technology, and democracy. Labor partisans usually identified with the Robots to some degree; mainstream reviewers sided with the human characters. More broadly the play created opportunities for commentary on the nature and value of modern industry, the proper distribution of cultural power, and the capacity of workers to function as democratic citizens. The Robot evoked and echoed unease with the transformation of work, the growing division between thinking and doing that accompanied scientific management, and the rise of mass cultural forms. The drive for industrial efficiency made cultural heroes out of the likes of Henry Ford, but also raised troubling questions about the impact of factory work on workers and society. Did modern factory work literally turn workers into machines? Did "machine made men" have independent will? Could democracy survive with robot-like citizens? And what kind of politics would come from people so dominated by the machine process? 4 In the early 20 th century these questions were more than academic.
Across the globe industrial workers struck in unprecedented numbers demanding better pay and shorter hours, as well as workers' control of production, nationalization of industry, in a few 4 David A. Hounshell, From the American System to Mass Production, 1800 -1932 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984 , 303-330; Amy Bix, Inventing ourselves out of jobs? : America's debate over technological unemployment, 1929 -1981 (Baltimore Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000 , 1-7; Carroll Pursell, The Machine in America: A Social History of Technology (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007), pp. 229-250. cases the abolition of the wage system. The Bolshevik Revolution, and the bloody civil war that followed, ushered onto the world stage something even more dramatic: a self-proclaimed workers' state. Capitalists met these challenges with overt repression, but also with efforts to coopt and channel working class thought and action with employee representation plans, stock ownership and savings schemes, and the many permutations of personnel management. For labor partisans employers' sticks and carrots both robbed workers of their freedom of action and thought. 5 In this context, Čapek's play and the figure of the "robot" became part of a wider conversation about workers' bodies and minds between the two World Wars, what Lawrence Levine called the "folklore of industrial society" and Charles Taylor dubbed the "social imaginary."
6 Like industrial photography, cartooning, film, and public art, Čapek's theatrical robots were a way to imagine workers and the limits of democracy in the modern age. In their uniform appearance, obedience to employers, and even in rebellion, Robots reflected and shaped the popular sense that the wonders of modern life concealed a basic lack of freedom for working people.
Returning to this early history of the robot, we can see work, working people at the center of debates about technology and modernity. After reviewing R.U.R.'s plot and production history, this essay considers the play's reception by mainstream reviewers, the labor press, and in popular culture. The dialogue about the play's meaning played out prominently in newspapers, literary and labor journals. Reviews of the play, and spread of the term "robot," highlight the resonance of Čapek's themes as well as a class-conscious interpretive divide. Next I explore the way images of robots changed from the early 1920s through World War II. As the word "robot" diffused across industrial cultures, it became less directly associated with R.U.R. and more of a symbol for technology generally. In the process, some of the robot became less symbolic of worker revolt. I conclude with a discussion of more recent representations of worker-robots in television and film, and some reflections on the forgotten labor history of the robot.
Rewind: The Robot's First Decades
First staged in Prague in January 1921, R.U.R. quickly became an international sensation, resonating with widespread ambivalence about the emerging system of mass production and its cultural ramifications. The play's author, Karel Čapek, was unknown outside of his native Czechoslovakia, but was familiar to fellow Czechs as an essayist, short story writer and newspaper columnist with close ties to political leaders of their new republic. Born in 1890 in a coal-mining region of western Bohemia, Čapek grew up amidst the revival of Czech language and literature. His father was a small town doctor with a large personal library, and his mother had literary aspirations that she passed on to her three children. Čapek's maternal grandmother, described by biographers as a peasant woman with a stock of folk tales, songs, and rustic aphorisms, may have influenced his fondness for allegorical writing. Čapek suffered from ill health most of his life. Born prematurely to a mother who was "high-strung" and "took drugs to quiet her nerves," Čapek suffered from back pains and headaches as well as "nervous Čapek's robot play was deliberately melodramatic and satirical--full of jabs at industrialists, reformers, and radicals. R.U.R. is set in a near future at the Rossum Corporation's island factory complex. As the curtain draws back on its "comic prologue," Harry Domin, the general manager of the robot factory, sits at a large desk dictating memos to his secretary acknowledging orders for thousands of Robots.
11 Escorted by office staff, the young and beautiful female lead, Helena Glory, enters the scene requesting a tour of the factory. Unknown to Domin, Helena represents the "Humanity League," and she has come with the idea of liberating the Robots and giving them equality with humans. Immediately smitten, Domin counters Helena's idealism with a hard-headed business view of his product: "Robots are not people. Mechanically they are more perfect than we are; they have an enormously developed intelligence, but they have no soul." 12 And although he acknowledges that Robot workers create human unemployment, this is only a transitional problem, according to Domin. Within a decade Robot productivity will be so high that "there will be no poverty. All work will be done by living machines. Everybody will be free from worry and liberated from the degradation of labor.
Everybody will live only to perfect himself." self-complacency," while faulting the playwright, the actors, and the promoters for failing to fully carry out the "fantastic, mordant idea" at the core of the "macabre tale of the robots."
20
In fact, Čapek himself was unhappy with the final version of the play, which in earlier drafts had ended with the Robot's triumph. As he explained in a letter to his love interest (and later wife), the logical ending threw him into despair, as it seemed to mirror their thwarted relationship. "I became anxious that it could happen, perhaps soon, that I shall not save anything by my warning, that the same way as I, the author, led the powers of these dull mechanisms where I wanted, somebody else may lead the ignorant mass man against the world and God."
21
And so he concocted a happy ending in part to imagine himself together with his love, and sexually able.
Despite the lukewarm critical response, R.U.R. sparked public fascination that carried the play across the globe and made its premise a common cultural marker. The Theatre Guild As R.U.R. made its way across the stages of the industrialized world, it became an occasion for commentary about workers, class-consciousness, and the politics of revolution. The cause and meaning of the Robots' rebellion were not particularly clear in the play itself, and reviewers disagreed as to whether the Robots' rebellion was part of their budding humanity, or a symbol of their monstrosity. The Robots had worked for years without complaint, literally grinding themselves down to scrap. They had been indifferent to the arguments of radicals who would make them equals with human beings. The introduction of pain, designed to stimulate self-protection, seemed the start of things. During the play's second act, Radius, an advanced Robot that Helena Glory sent to work in the factory library, stops work with an apparent attack of "Robot Cramp." When Dr. Gall examines Radius he finds that it is something out of the ordinary; now there is "stubbornness, anger or revolt," he says. Helena asks, "Doctor, has Radius a soul?" And Gall replies inconclusively, "He's got something nasty." 28 For Čapek, the emergence of something nasty like a soul was definitely part of the Robots' evolution toward
humanity. Yet in the play's final act, Čapek has the Robot leader Radius offer his own 30 Echoing these themes, Corbin wrote of R.U.R., "The true enemy of civilization is not the machine, but the mechanized human being-dwarfed in intelligence, stunted in sympathy, swayed by the only idea one can ever derive from the seamy side of the industrial fabric, the idea of soulless mastery, sheer physical power." Opinions about the origins of R.U.R.'s theatrical robot rebellion tracked real-world notions about the relative impact of experience, education, and radical leadership on working class behavior and politics. A New York Times reader in Brooklyn, William Perlman, opined that the play was not an indictment of mechanization per se, but instead an indictment of philanthropic reforms aimed at uplifting workers. Workers, like Robots, lacked reason and intelligence according to Perlman, and were confused by these reforms. In the factory, the worker is told not to think for himself "while on the other hand, we build for him YMCAs, libraries, community houses, and endeavor to instill in him a desire for better things." The Russian revolution, Perlman concluded, is a prime example of how "a little knowledge is dangerous" because the Russian worker "has rid himself of the intellectual aristocracy and now finds himself starving because he has not enough intelligence to reproduce the tools and implements by which he must live. noted, "The menace of our new machine-made proletariat lies precisely in its sinister multiplication, in its gratification of the instinct, as Mr. Shaw has expressed it, for producing fresh supplies of men."
35 According to these reviewers, workers' incomplete mental and emotional capacities-whether imagined as innate or caused by the experience of industrial work-rendered them much like soulless robots. Whether they rebelled because of their "irritability" or because they misread the history books, their rebellion was illegitimate.
Labor press commentary, in contrast, frequently lingered on the idea of the "spirit of rebellion" as a sign of Robots'-and workers'-humanity. For radicals, the Robot was compelling in its indictment of management, but failed in its vision of the revolution's pyrrhic victory. A synopsis of the play in the Labor Age concluded, "As a warning to Capitalism and a symbol of the Russian Revolution, the play is effective." While urging readers to see the play, the journal found its message limited: "The answer to the question: 'How can the workers rule when they win their freedom?' is weakly answered. It is of course, the most difficult question of all." 36 A lengthy review in the Industrial Workers of the World's Industrial Pioneer pointed to the play's satire of employers' desire for a docile workforce. "What could be more alluring to our present captains of industry than to obtain a formula whereby an army of standardized, model workers could be manufactured on a large scale," Rosa Knuuti wrote, "devoid of everything that tends to hinder the making of profits?" For emphasis, the editors captioned the photograph accompanying the article with a line from the character Domin, the factory manager:
"A working machine must not play the piano." 37 Tallying the play's balance sheet, Knuuti
35
Ibid.
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"R.U.R.: The Revolt of the Robots," Labor Age February 1923, p. 22.
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Rosa A. Knuuti, "R.U.R.", Industrial Pioneer (June 1923): 32. The complete line from the play is: "A working machine must not play the piano, must not feel happy, must not do a whole lot of other things. A gasoline motor must not have tassels or ornaments, Miss Glory.
concluded "We are convinced that the workers neither of Europe nor America will permit the master class to turn them into robots. We must recognize, however, that the trend of industrial development, of the machine process, of the whole system of capitalism, is in that direction." Knuuti, "R.U.R.," p. 34.
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Carl Sandburg, "To the Dramatic Editor," New York Times, January 28, 1928, p. X2. methods from critics he considered uninformed and overly romantic, he recognized that machine processes were creating mass unemployment and that Americans, through the concept of the Robot, were coming to fear what they had always praised. "On the stage and in the newspapers, this character has entered into current speech and vaguely haunts the imagination of the American," Dubreuil wrote. " [T] o a people accustomed to seeing the machine enjoined with everything, the Robot already seems to be a near reality, and they expect from one day to another to find it bearing the entire burden of labor, whereupon they will have nothing more to do than drowse in rocking chairs and smoke interminable pipes." Olander turned to the Robot from a discussion of machine-driven unemployment, reading the play's allegory as a direct comment on scientific management and mechanization: robots as workers, humans as managers. The spread of automation was based on the assumption that "Industrial knowledge and trade skill are to be the possession of a select few--a secret formula to be hidden from the workers!" Mechanization, Olander declared, was "destroying the workers by thousands in the sense that it is preventing them from developing the creative powers that are the distinguishing mark of men as differing from beasts." However, Olander was like many other trade union leaders and skilled workers in the U.S. who shared with men like Henry Ford a vision of progress through mechanization. The point, he argued, was that unionists had too easily accepted the notion "that these machines are the competitors of hand workers." As a result, unions have failed to organize workers in automated shops so that "we have found a sort of robot growing up in our industrial life, great hordes of unskilled workers with whom we have but little contact and who are moving restlessly from factory to factory." 45 Instead, Olander urged the unionists to reach out to unorganized workers and bring them into the fold, in essence
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Knuuti, "R.U.R.," p. 33.
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Victor Olander, "Know Thyself," The American flint, September 1927, pp. 7-12; Victor Olander, "The Machine Problem," Cigar Maker's Official Journal 21, no. 9 (September 1927): 24-31. saying that the unions had treated the unorganized as robots and less than human. The problem was not machines alone, but one of "use and control" of machines. 46 Ultimately, the story of the Robot served Olander as a critique of American employers' drive to limit their contribution to the costs of the social reproduction of workers. Compared to the quickly made Robots, human workers were exceedingly complicated and expensive to produce. To produce one American worker, as Olander told it, one need go back to Europe and follow two migrants as they made their way separately across the Atlantic, found jobs and each other, married, built a home and eventually conceived a child. Not only was the newborn child useless as a worker, it also took the mother out of the labor force and fed from her very body to survive. Only after years of school and an apprenticeship was the child finally available as a worker. By driving down wages and creating a class of contingent workers, Olander argued, employers were shedding the cost of reproducing their workforce. This would create a class of "robots" in the sense that employers paid only bare survival wages and not enough to live a fully human life. For many male trade unionists, including Olander, this fuller human life required a male breadwinner earning a family wage. That is in part why union writers enjoyed R.U.R.'s overly sweet ending in contrast to more cosmopolitan reviewers of the right and left who universally hated it. By destroying the formula for producing Robots, Čapek reaffirmed a humanized reproduction with all its patriarchal baggage. Brown highlights managers' visual strategies, particularly industrial photography that enabled the "reading" of workers' bodies for efficiency and loyalty. Through industrial photography, Brown writes, "the body's fluid and organic movements could be frozen, broken down, and reassembled into a more efficient combination of individual movements." 51 Management consultants like Frank and Lillian Gilbreth systematized the organic body, or at least believed they had, in the same way they systematized workflows, by imagining it as a set of interchangeable parts. Workers' bodies--re-imagined as machines and motors--undergirded the logic of modernity, making more plausible its vision of high productivity and functionalist social order.
Landing amidst this richly imagined conversation about industrial modernity, the term "robot" caught on quickly as pejorative shorthand for lack of creativity, independence, and full humanity. Complaining about negative reviews of a Shakespearian production, for instance, one theatergoer questioned whether expectations for letter-perfect performances required the invention of "an animated R.U.R. Hamlet, wind it up and set it going, a perfect engine?" , 1921 -1925 (London: "The Stage" Offices, n.d. [1925 , following p. 40.
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Charles Verschuuren, "Federal Theatre -Marionette Theatre presents 'RUR' Remo Bufano director," still image, 1939, http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/96524672/ accessed July 1, 2011.
Westinghouse developed the "Televox," a voice-activated remote switching device, the New York Times heralded it as an "Electrical Man." Referencing the Times' report, the left-labor magazine Labor Age evoked "Karl Čapek's dream of robotry," noting that these workers "will be a docile lot, without the need for such uncertain trimmings as company unions, labor spies, and stock-ownership."
60 The Electrical Workers journal presented a mock interview with "Mr.
Televox" accompanied by a crudely drawn image of a mechanical man. Among other observations about the electrical switching device the interview has Mr. Televox declare that, while he cannot think for himself, "that will save me from ever getting persecuted for originating a new idea." 61 Human workers were also subject to "remote control" and lack of individuality. 'Electrical Man'," New York Times, October 23, 1927, p. XX1; Scott Schaut, Robots of Westinghouse, 1924 -today (Mansfield, Ohio: Mansfield Memorial Museum, 2006 . February 5, 1936, pp. 160-161. In this manner, conversations about technology and productivity echoed nineteenth century debates about the independence and political virtue of wageworkers, the notion of "wage slavery," and somewhat more obliquely, racial slavery. 63 As the editors of the Electrical Workers Journal put it, company unions were part of "the creeping paralysis of a mechanized civilization" because they denied workers "any free play of free opinion." Trade unions on the other hand, were voluntary and democratic. "If labor is continually repulsed by force and duplicity," the editors believed, "it is likely that this nation will become the crowning example of a new slave order founded on the machine." 64 The connections between slavery, machinery, and the idea of the Robot appeared, for instance, in a General Electric advertisement headlined "Slaves" that featured a drawing of a dark-skinned man carrying a heavy burden. The text noted that electrical motors "are America's slaves. Through their service American workers do more, earn more, and produce quality goods at lower costs than anywhere else in the world." 65 The ad quoted Oscar Wilde's lines from The Soul of Man Under Socialism to the effect that "civilization requires slaves" and "the slavery of the machine" is the foundation of modern life.
Machines freed modern citizens from the drudgery of manual labor even if machine production bound some to a work discipline that robbed them of independence and, ultimately, humanity. In the optimistic view, the slavery of electric motors delivered ever-increasing productivity that would liberate more American workers from industrial and domestic drudgery. Remarkably, the Yet while this back-story provides a compelling motivation for the Cylons, the actual plot and character development revolve more around problems of individuality, divinity, and technology.
Through several seasons, Battlestar Galactica touched on issues of work, institutional hierarchies, and democracy, but the labor issues were usually internal to the human community. and (some would say) stupefy our culture. Will Facebook-that robot made of software that performs the labor of social interaction that we are no longer able, or willing to do-gain selfconsciousness and turn on its masters? Or is there a more hopeful scenario? In the closing scene of Sleep Dealer, we see Memo living in a shantytown along the border wall. He hauls water to his small garden in the shadow of the cyber-maquiladoras. He hopes to claim "a future with a past" if he can "connect and fight," but there is no going back to his old life in Oaxaca. He still
